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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete gives introduction of himself: title, responsibilities and role at AECOM  30 secondsThis is the on-screen starting slide, announcer will likely address introduction. Pete move directly to next slide. 
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Meeting client needs 
through an integrated 
delivery platform.

Design.  
Build.  
Finance. 
Operate. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 TIME TARGET = 1 minuteThis is the model of how the future of how infrastructure is delivered and how AECOM is integrated and set up to work with clients across the industry.AECOM’s operating model incorporates some or all of this approach on many of the projects we are engaged in.Use the visual to walk the audience thru the scope of DBFO.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition slide comes up – TIME TARGET = 30 secondsPete says: Now I’d like to move directly in talking about the future, which is what you all come here today to get some insight about.  Last month, AECOM released its 2nd industry survey focused on measuring the opinions of the public and users of infrastructure services.  This is a companion report to our initial Future of Infrastructure study and I’d like to share some of these current insights with you. This entire report is available to download for free from our website AECOM.com.
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TOP GLOBAL 
PRIORITIES 

Say their city government 
lags behind those of other cities 
in implementing or encouraging 
environmentally sustainable   
practices 

Have experienced more 
than one power outage  
in the past year 

37%

45%

1.  UPGRADING PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION

2.  IMPROVING
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

3.  UPGRADING UTILITIES

61%

Are willing to pay higher  
taxes to  fund infrastructure 
improvements in their cities Is anyone happy with 

their infrastructure?  

 We asked 10,750 people from 10 major
cities about the networks and services that
impact their lives.

 How satisfied, safe, inspired and engaged are
people with their roads and bridges,
transportation services and utilities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the second year in a row that we’ve produced the Future of Infrastructure report. In 2018, we wanted to capture the voice of the industry; we surveyed service providers and our clients. We learned that industry leaders and experts agreed that there is a great need and a significant gap we must address to build out and improve our infrastructure. For 2019, we just released our 2nd Future of Infrastructure report we titled the “Voice of the People” report, which is exactly what it sounds like… learning from citizens. We focused in people and looked to find how engaged they are with their infrastructure. We more than 10,00 people from 10 major, international cities about the services that impact their lives.  We wanted to understand how satisfied, safe, inspired and engaged they felt with their infrastructure and utility services. A few of the major findings demonstrate that people are very invested and want to express their voice in the decision making process when it comes to building infrastructure. They want to be consulted and have a say in their infrastructure and how it impacts their environment as it’s happening, not after it’s been decided. The greatest insight we can all learn to do better is how to integrate local communities and make them more inclusive in the planning and development process of infrastructure development. 
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Satisfaction:  How have you  
experienced core infrastructure – 
utilities and transportation? 

Engagement:  How much do you 
engage with city authorities and  
infrastructure providers? 

Innovation:  What is your  
experience with innovative technologies? 

Resilience:  How confident are you 
in your city’s ability to protect infrastructure 
from natural disasters, cyberattacks,  
terrorism and other external hazards? 

4.78 Mumbai 

4.34 London 

4.21 Singapore 

4.10 Riyadh 

4.05 Hong Kong 

4.01 Los Angeles 

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 

3.94 Sydney 

3.93 Chicago 

3.81 Toronto 

Global Index 

1 

2 

3 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When comparing LA on a global scale, we fall in the middle. When we look at our responses in summary, there are no major surprises in terms of the overall survey findings.  However, the way we interpret this data is there is a large gap and tremendous opportunity to engage, educate and inform the general public about infrastructure.  If you think about many large scale infrastructure projects being funded by tax revenues, it makes good sense to engage the public that funds or votes for the funds, that provide this fuel.  This is especially true here in Los Angeles where you can see we come in the middle of the pack.  When we look at the public perception in comparison to last year’s industry expert perceptions, the gap in infrastructure spending and need for investment experts are highly engaged in addressing, mirror the lack of public understanding and engagement – the key insight is understanding the public WANTS to be engaged.  
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Believe city officials tend to 
take a short-term view of 
infrastructure planning 

PRIVATE SECTOR 
INVOLVEMENT 

Agree that the private sector 
should have a greater role in 
infrastructure development  64%

Are willing to pay  
higher taxes to help fund  
infrastructure improvements  41%

 Top 3 Priorities for Los Angeles residents:
1. Environmental Sustainability
2. Upgrade to Public Utilities
3. Mobility & Transportation Improvements

 Angelenos recognize the investment city leaders
are taking to bring LA’s infrastructure up-to-date.

 LA Residents demand a greener, safer, and more
connected Los Angeles.

51%

ANGELENOS WANT 
THEIR SAY  

HIGHER TAXES 

1,121 
LOS ANGELES 

RESIDENTS  
WERE SURVEYED 

AND SAID… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
California pays the highest taxes in the country and 41% of its residents say they are willing to pay even higher taxes to help fund infrastructure improvements, but with that said, it’s important to mention that they want a voice in the planning process. Measure M and Measure CC are excellent examples of citizens willing to tax themselves in order to build a better future, so much so that Measure M has become an approach that other regional governments across the country are looking to emulate as it passed with overwhelming support.  When combined Measures M and CC represent the added benefits of significant local financial stimulous to LA County beyond just the infrastructure itself in terms of job development, local spending, better education facilities for college and job training skills, and business opportunities for small and mid-sized companies.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition slide and statement – and now to move from the Voice of the People to what construction trends look like here in the county region.
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Public construction 
spending is up due to 
stronger state and local 
finances, and disaster 
recovery demands. 

Costs of Imported 
Steel and other 
vital construction  
materials are up. 

Labor Shortage 
continues. Finding 
skilled workers is a 
challenge on a 
national scale. 
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23%18.9%
RECREATION 

16.2%
OFFICE 

14.8%12.5%
LODGING WATER SUPPLY TRANSPORT 

FASTEST GROWING CONSTRUCTION MARKETS IN THE US 
Source: AECOM Market Intelligence Update 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know what people expect, what are we looking to build? We surveyed our clients across the U.S. to find out what the Construction Outlook currently and developed a report on the trends we’re seeing. Fastest Growing Construction Markets in the last 12 months:Public Construction Spending is upCosts of Imported Steel and other vital construction materials are upA significant skilled Labor Shortage continues – finding skilled workers in the construction trades is a challenge on a national scale and extends here to LA CountyQuestion from Pete: Is this public spending only? Or both public and private? Is this data aligned with industry data?
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*Sources: AECOM Market Intelligence 
Update, McKinsey Startup and Investment 
Landscape Analytics, PitchBook, Capital IQ. 
Data as of Q2 2018 

The Construction industry  
is one of the most challenged 
when it comes to using 
digital technologies and 
innovations.  
 

 Our research shows that Construction industry investment  
in technology has more than doubled in the last 5 years  
to nearly $18B in the US. 

 Technology has the ability to radically improve project 
delivery in construction* – e.g. digital twins, advanced 
analytics, performance management, prefabrication, and  
3-D modeling tools. 

 “When combined at maximum efficiency, these changes can 
create up to 45% reductions in capital costs and 15% 
improvements in operating margins.”* 

 Key trends in digital tools include: on-site iPads, wearable 
tech, and GPS-enabled devices (for improved safety and worker 
data), as well as document management and digitized data. Job 
site sensors, drone scans, and job site digital twins. 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The construction industry is in need of greater technology use and innovation in comparison to other industries. The good news is advances in construction technology are improving rapidly to address performance in both efficiencies and costs.  Slide is the guide: Technology has the ability to radically improve construction delivery: (example tools/tech) can create up to 45% reduction in capital costs and 15% improvements in operating margins.
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Construction growth is beginning to slow,  
having reached its peak business cycle. 

The Dodge momentum index is at its 
highest level in years, although it 
tempered off a bit in Aug.-Sept. 2018. 

Construction starts will hold steady at  
$808B  in 2019, following a 3% uptick in 2018. 
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FMI U.S. CONSTRUCTION 
SPEND FORECAST:  
2018-2022 GROWTH RATE 
(CAGR) 

National forces with 
impacts in LA County. 

Current backlog will keep contractors 
busy through at least 2020-2021. 

Despite any future slowdown, the size of  
the market remains incredibly large, with 
more construction activity now than during 
the mid-2000s boom. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The future risk outlook is that U.S. Construction growth is beginning to slow…  and we may begin to see these effects in LA County in the year 2020The Dodge Momentum Index is at its highest level in years…Construction starts will hold steady at $808B in 2019, following a conservative 3% uptick in ?Overall size of the construction market (volume) remains large, with more activity now than during the mid-2000s.Current project backlog poised to keep contractors busy through 2020 and into 2021 – but think about the ability to move this backlog in light of the skilled labor shortage.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2  Minute video of our Metropolis Residential and Hotel Towers. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition Slide – So after getting a glimpse at that downtown LA based construction project, let’s take a closer look at this region.
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Measure M LACCD 2016  
Bond Measure 

Measure W P3 Momentum. 
$120B over 40 years, 
passed in 2016. 
Transformational 
investment into 
transportation and 
mobility. 

 

$3.3B to significantly 
modernize and improve 
education facilities 

 

$300M/year for LA 
County’s Safe Clean 
Water Program for storm 
water capture projects – 
passed in 2018 

Growing range of P3 
models for maximizing 
local public dollars.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measure M�$120B over 40 years, passed in 2016.�Tansformational investment into transportation and mobility.LACCD 2016 Bond Measure�$3.3B to significantly modernize and improve education facilitiesMeasure W �$300M/year for LA County’s Safe Clean Water Program for stormwater capture projects – passed in 2018P3 Momentum�Growing range of P3 models for maximizing local public dollars. 
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 Increasing reliance on P3 to deliver  
new and revitalized infrastructure, public 
facilities, housing, and recreational space. 

 $8B+ of P3 projects currently  
under construction in LA County.  

 Included are transportation 
infrastructure and joint development  
of publicly-owned land for new public 
facilities and TOD. 
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LAX APM 
4.9B 

LA 
Coliseum

270M 

LB 
Civic Ctr 

520M 

1.2B 
700M 

350M 

5M 

50M 

16M 

TBD 

5M 

Approved/ 
In Construction  

$8.1B+ 

In Planning,  
In addition to Measure M  

$3.4B+ 

In Public Facilities &  
Joint Development 
 

$4.6B+ 

LAX 
ConRAC 

2B 

Union 
Station 
1-2B 



“The cost of living cheap  
in the short term is very expensive 

in the long term” 
Mayor Eric Garcetti  (2.12.19) 

 50% of retail electricity from 
renewable power by 2026 
Recently moved up from 2030; Requires  
LADWP to hit 50% by 2025 

 Policies to increase distributed 
generation 

 Greenhouse gas emissions 
reduction goal to 1990 levels 

 

 Regulations in the next 4-9 years 
require power plants that use coastal 
water for cooling to either repower, 
retrofit or retire 

 100% renewable power by 2045 

 1.5 million zero emission vehicles  
by 2025 
LADWP goal of 10,000 EV charging stations  
in the City of LA over the next 5 years  

LAEDC 2019 Economic Forecast 15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
50% of retail electricity from renewable power by 2026Recently moved up from 2030 date to follow LA’s leadership position requiring LADWP to hit 50% by 2025100% renewable power by 2045Greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal to 1990 levelsRegulations in the next 4-9 years require power plants that use coastal water for cooling to either repower, retrofit or retireMayor Garcetti just announced last week that he wants to close 3 coastal gas power plants in the next decade toward push to 100% renewable energy – a big announcement [we’ll look for  quote?]Policies to increase distributed generation1.5 million zero emission vehicles by 2025LADWP goal of 10,000 EV charging stations in the City of LA over the next 5 years 



$20B 
Grid Modernization 

$25B 
By 2025 for  
Energy Efficiency 

$45M 
Streetlight Retrofitting 

Three Key Trends  
that Create 
Opportunity  
  

  
 

Transition to 
Clean Energy 

Digital and  
Distributed Grid 

Individualized 
Customer 
Services 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The transformation of our energy systems, from the 20th Century system of centralized power production, transmission, and distribution is transitioning to a decentralized system of clean energy, distributed over a digital and more flexible grid, with  greater customer participation through new business models. Traditional energy consumers will be energy producers. Energy storage, “big data,” and vast computational power will enable the move toward innovative energy solutions. System efficiency will increase, generation sources will further diversify, and grid resilience and energy security will improve.  This transition requires huge investment in the grid and connected energy consuming and producing assets. 
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 Grid modernization is essential to achieving  
community resilience and sustainability targets 
System reliability, response and recovery 

Carbon Reductions 

Critical infrastructure protectionPolicies to increase distributed generation 

 Grid investments can create or enhance  
smart city platforms 
Vehicle electrification and mobility 

Sensor deployment and smart networks 

Water meter  

Public Wi-Fi and connectivity 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide is your guide:  The grid modernization that will occur as part of this transformation will significantly improve community resilience and help achieve sustainability targets.  It will also create opportunities for new business and revenue models that connect the grid with electric vehicle networks, smart sensors, advanced traffic management, and public wifi.
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“Our goal has always been to create a  
games concept that fits the long-term needs  

of LA and its people. ” 

Casey Wasserman, LA2028 Chairman  

18 

Game-Changing Events 
2020 
 –  New Inglewood Stadium & 2 NFL teams 
 –  MLB All-Stars 
 –  NCAA Men’s West Regional Basketball 

2022 – Super Bowl 

2023 – US Open 

2026 – FIFA World Cup™ Candidate Host City 

2028 – Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games 

By 2023 – Enhanced Public Transit to/from 
LAX with a 24-hour People-Mover serving all 
terminals 

By 2025 – LA River Path connecting the Valley 
to Long Beach 

Transformative Mobility 
2020 – New Crenshaw Line through heart of LA 

2022 – Regional Connector unlocking more  
            single-seat travel throughout the County 
2025 – Gold Gold Line east to edge of LA County 
2026 – Purple Line subway extension to Westwood 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To close, the big question I’m sure your all wondering about is what will Los Angeles look like in the year 2028 when the Olympic Games arrive.  Some of you have heard presentations from our Olympics expert Bill Hanway about the work of the LA2028 committee.  AECOM is current the prime consultant for planning, architecture, engineering, sustainability, transportation and cost estimating for the LA2028 team.  While AECOM Slide becomes your guide: The list of events and activities you see here are a robust representation of what is underway, in-progress or expected to happen in the next decade.  Everything from new sporting facilities, to new public and people moving transit options as well as events that will demonstrate and test our ability to cater to large crowds and visitor influxes such as:SuperbowlWorld CupNCAA March Madness in 2020
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Q&A 
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